tions of creation are inadequate for the biblical texts; they read back into ancient documents the modern spirit shaped by scientific and evolutionary thinking. Arvid Kapelrud's definition, for example, "Creation is when something new which was not there before is produced," 8 leaves a crucial question unanswered. Is the "something new which was not there before" the physical universe (as opposed to some kind of prior gaseous state) or is the "something new" structured and secure human society (as opposed to a state where such society is impossible)? The distinction is important.
There are four significant differences between the ancient West Semitic and modern concept of creation: the process, the product or emergent, the description, and the criteria for truth.
First, regarding process, the people of the ancient West Semitic culture of the Bible and of the Late Bronze Age Ugaritic texts frequently imagined cosmogony as a conflict of wills in which one party is victorious. 9 Moderns, on the other hand, see creation as the impersonal interaction of physical forces extending over eons, and reject psychologizing of the process. The ancient Near Eastern texts did not make the modern dichotomous distinction between "nature" and human beings, and sometimes offered psychic and social explanations for nonhuman phenomena.
The second difference lies in what emerges from the process: the product or emergent. To the ancients, human society organized in a particular place was the emergent. To moderns, on the other hand, creation issues in the physical world, typically the planet fixed in the solar system. Community and culture do not come into consideration. If life is discussed in connection with creation, it is usually life in the most primitive biological sense. The point needs illustration.
The Akkadian epic Enuma elish of the second millennium B.C., often held up as "the standard cosmogony," 10 reaches its climax when Marduk, after his conquest of Tiamat, is enthroned as king over the world of gods and human beings. Paralleling the exaltation of Marduk among the gods in tablets vi and vii is the organization of Babylonian society. Men and 8 "Creation in the Ras Shamra Tablets," Studia theologica 34 (1980) 3. 9 Modes of creation other than cosmogonie conflict are often mentioned in ancient Near Eastern texts and the Bible: molding humans out of clay, e.g. Gen 2:7 and Ezek 37:14; sexual generation, e.g. "the children of El," in the Ugaritic texts; creation by divine word, e.g. 5-8, 29-37,106-20 11 Ancient cosmogonies were primarily interested in the emergence of a particular society, organized with patron gods and worship systems, divinely appointed king (or some other kind of leader), and kinship systems. To give Kapelrud's words (quoted above) a 11 "In Mesopotamia, Ugarit, and Israel the Chaoskampf appears not only in cosmological contexts but just as frequently-and this was fundamentally true right from the first-in political contexts. The repulsion and the destruction of the enemy, and thereby the maintenance of political order, always constitute one of the major dimensions of the battle against chaos. The enemies are none other than a manifestation of chaos which must be driven back" (Hans Heinrich Schmid, "Schöpfung, Gerechtigkeit meaning he did not intend: the "something new which was not there before" is not the mere physical universe but the "world" of men and women.
The third difference between ancient and modern definitions is the manner of reporting the process: drama versus scientific report. The difference is a consequence of two essentially different conceptualizings of the process. Much modern conceptualizing of creation is evolutionary and impersonal, and proceeds according to scientific laws. As A. R. A fourth major difference is the criterion for truth in ancient and modern accounts. We expect a creation theory with its empirical reference to be able to explain all the data, to be compatible with other verified theories and data. Failure to do so makes the hypothesis suspect. There is a tendency toward completeness of explanation.
The criterion for truth for cosmogonies, on the other hand, is dramatic, the plausibility of the story. In one sense it is no less empirical than the scientific account, but its verisimilitude is measured differently. Drama selects, omits, concentrates; it need not render a complete account. The story can be about a single aspect and leave others out of consideration. Enuma elish is interested in the divine establishment of Babylonian society; Atrahasis, in the balance of elemental forces necessary for humans to live safely. Cosmogony in Psalm 89 includes the installation of the Davidic regent (see below), whereas in Genesis 1 the focus is on the orientations of the human community as such.
SOURCES FOR CREATION IN HEBREW SCRIPTURES
Having described four features of ancient cosmogonies that distinguish them from modern accounts of creation, I turn to three relevant groups of biblical cosmogonies: Psalms, Second Isaiah, and Genesis 1-11. We begin with Psalms rather than Genesis, the customary point de départ of scholarly discussion, because their range of genres and dates offers a fairer sample of Israelite thought on creation than does Genesis. Second Isaiah develops psalmic ideas but with great originality. Only after seeing a range of biblical views on creation do we approach Genesis. It is, interesting to compare another communal lament, Psalm 44, which tells as its version of the national story, in unadorned brevity and with no reference to cosmic conflicts, the Exodus-Conquest: "the deeds ... in the days of old, you with your own hand drove out the nations and planted them, you brought misfortune on peoples, you drove them out" (vv. 2-3). The national story, invoked in at least some communal laments, is the event by which Israel was founded; it can be told in a suprahistoric mode or in a historic mode, according to the prominence of human or divine actors. The psalm praises Yahweh who created Israel. The creation involves making the physical universe and then leading the people into their part ofthat universe. "Creation" is not distinguished from "redemption" here. God's seamless action, the creation of Israel, is hymned. Two more hymns must briefly be discussed before we are done with the genre of hymns: Psalms 19 and 104. Both are sometimes said to be the only psalms in which the idea of creation is found as an independent (i.e., not subordinate to redemption) theme, that fact being attributed to foreign influence. 16 Yet both are ultimately concerned with human community, how it was "created," how it was "redeemed" from threats.
Psalms
In Psalm 19 the fine-tuned regularity of the universe-the firmament now separate from the cosmic waters, primordial darkness properly placed-bespeaks the power of the divine word to make a humanized world. The psalm assumes that once upon a time there was only Night and Rampaging Waters.
The heavens are telling the glory of God; and the firmament proclaims His handiwork. Day to day pours forth speech, and night to night declares knowledge.
The sun, tamer of the Night, traditionally connected in the ancient Near East with judging and with law, is an apt symbol for the divine will that the Psalmist prays to receive and obey. The rest of the psalm is concerned that the will of the creator be the basis of the community's life. Psalm 104 also tells of the emergence of a people who call upon the name of Yahweh after He controlled all-encompassing Waters and Night. A world comes into being, with the primordial forces arranged for men and women. The water now is friendly because contained: brooks, springs, the ocean for Leviathan to sport in. Darkness is relegated to nighttime, a time for humans to sleep and dangerous animals to feed. Human community is possible.
A representative sampling of the psalms that speak of Israel as a people uses "creation" and "redemption" language for the same act. The perspective differs from Genesis, where the creation of the nations is described before Israel comes onto the scene in the persons of Abraham and Sarah. The description can be predominantly human and earthly, with mention of Moses, Aaron, Pharaoh, the Israelite and Egyptian people, or heavenly, with Yahweh acting directly, and Pharaoh/Egypt almost cosmic powers on the same plane as Yahweh. Nearly always the portrayal is mixed, with elements of both. The perspective differs from Genesis, where the creation of the world took place once and for all. Because Second Isaiah's concern is dominantly Israel that has fallen into nonexistence as a people, he speaks of a new bringing-into-existence of the people, a new Exodus-Conquest, a new creation.
Second Isaiah
Trito-Isaiah, an anonymous prophet probably of the late sixth or early fifth century, the author of chapters 56-66, develops the concept of new creation. New creation refers to the act by which God will remove injustice from the holy city and bring about a truly just and peaceful society, e.g. 65:17-19. 17 For behold I will create new heavens and a new earth.
The former things will not be remembered, will not come to mind. 18 Indeed be glad and rejoice forever in what I create. For behold I will create a joy, and her people a gladness. 19 1 will take joy in Jerusalem, be glad at my people. No more shall be heard the sound of weeping, the cry of distress.
This text seems to adapt the "new creation" of Second Isaiah for a later situation.
Genesis
The final part of the paper examines the opening chapters of Genesis. Before attempting to answer the question about chapters 1-3, we must make some preliminary observations about the early chapters of Genesis. The argument will be made below that chapters 1-11 are a cosmogony according to the meaning of the first part of this paper: the bringinginto-being of a people, here the goyîm. Cosmogony or creation in chapters 1-11 differs in several ways from creation in Psalms and Second Isaiah. The chapters are composite, the result of a complex transmission generally held to consist of several stages: a lengthy and probably oral composition was put into writing in the tenth century in Jerusalem (= the Yahwist or J version); a century or so later in the north there was another reduction of the oral composition to writing (= the Elohist or E version); J and E were combined sometime after 722 B.C. (the fall of Samaria); the decisive Priestly (P) redaction was done for the exiles in the sixth century. The Ρ redaction is our Pentateuch. The intention of the chapter can best be learned from the Priestly edition, the final redaction. Another distinctive feature of Genesis 1-11 is the apparent Babylonian, rather than Canaanite, influence in the chapters, an influ ence that perhaps accounts for the wide variety of episodes and genres that make up a single cosmogony. The same phenomenon is observable in Enuma elish and Atrahasis, both Babylonian works. Also to be noted is the transposition of the conflict of wills (the first of our characteristics of ancient cosmogonies) from that between God and cosmic forces or personages like Pharaoh, to that between God and the human beings just created. Humans rebel, whether against prohibitions against eating of the tree of life, against oppressing the neighbor ("violence" of 6:11), or against the command to take possession of the land. 19 The viewpoint differs from Psalms and Second Isaiah.
The Another indication of the unity of chapters 2-11 is that Gen 1:1-2:3 is deliberately prefatory to the whole. As the self-conscious beginning of the Pentateuch, the passage adumbrates the major themes to be developed in its sections. It is a preamble not only to the first major section of the Pentateuch, Gen 2:4-11:26, the origin of the nations, but also to the second section, Gen 11:27-50:24, the patriarchs of Israel, and indeed to the entire Pentateuch as a unified work. Analysis of the account shows it to be an overture.
Bernhard W. Anderson has given a convincing rhetorical analysis of the important opening statement of the Priestly redaction, which we adapt here.
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19 Umberto Cassuto has correctly seen that "the principal theme of 11:1-9 is the dispersion of mankind over the face of the whole earth, a matter that God purposed and that was ultimately fulfilled in accordance with the Divine will, notwithstanding human attempts to obstruct it" {A Commentary on God rests Days one to three parallel respectively days four to six. Darkness and light are the concerns of days one and four. The waters are the concern of days two and five. There are two events each on days three and six. By mere word, as opposed to the strenuous combat of the common Canaanite cosmogonie tradition, the world becomes habitable for human beings; man, male and female, stands for society in nuce. The seventh day, the day of God resting, is the climax of the narrative. We need to comment on vv. 26-28, the delineation of the human community. Claus Westermann's interpretation of v. 26, "in our image, after our likeness," has been widely accepted: "... the sentence means that the uniqueness of human beings consists in their being God's counterparts (gegenüber zu Gott). The relationship to God is not something which is added to human existence; humans are created in such a way that their very existence is intended to be their relationship to God." 23 Correspondence to God is not static but dramatic; it is shown in action. Human beings are to procreate children and to possess land: "Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and take possession of it!" The imperatives show the divine intention that defines society.
Having seen God's intent that men and women continue in existence through procreation and that they possess land, we can see how Gen 1:1-2:3 is a fitting preface to all that follows. In Gen 2:4-11:26 people procreate (note P's genealogies), "spread abroad," and come into possession of their God-given land (note the Table of Nations, chapter 10). Chapter 1 is a perfect preamble also to the next section, 11:27-50:24, the patriarchal stories; the main problem of Abram and Sarai, and of the other patriarchs as well, is precisely progeny and land. Gen 1:1-2:3 is thus not simply a first creation account, saying the same thing as the second account of 2:4-3:24; it serves as preface to the two separate and parallel sections of the Pentateuch, preparing the reader for the major issues in those sections.
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23 Genesis (Eng, tr.; n. 5 above) 158. 24 Gen 1:1-2:3 is also an admirable preface to the whole Pentateuch, concerned as it is with the exilic problems of possession of the land and of Israel's continued existence.
I have already proposed that Gen 2:4-11:26 is a single cosmogony because of the function of the five toledot formulae, and because of the similarly-plotted Atrahasis. The chapters narrate the coming-to-be of "the nations," always seen by the biblical authors as a group distinct from Israel. The coming-to-be of the nations parallels the story of Israel's coming into being in later chapters, first with the patriarchs, then more surely with the Exodus and procession to Canaan. The nations are a foil. Israel acting in its own way, differently from the nations, will be an image and likeness of God, will be concerned with its continued existence through progeny, will be busied with possessing the land. As the ancient poem had it, "Lo, a people dwelling alone, not reckoning itself among the nations."
25 Hebrew rhetoric loves dramatic contrast. Here the contrast is between the nations and Israel.
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Ressourcement is called for at a time of renewed study of the theological topic of creation. I have tried to emphasize some forgotten truths about creation in the Hebrew Scriptures, and also to examine afresh the three sets of texts most frequently adduced. By discussing Psalms and Second Isaiah before Genesis and at greater length, I have sought to give these texts more attention than they often receive. Even regarding Genesis 1-11, more can be said than Westermann in his fine commentary has brought forward. The limited scope of this article prevents me from doing more than raising questions and inviting fresh attention to this important topic.
25 Num23:9. w There are important continuities between Israel and the nations. The aspirations of both groups are the same, land and life; their purpose, too, is to reflect God's glory through carrying out their vocation. The two groups differ not in the quod but in the quo. Israel fulfils its purpose through encounter with Yahweh explicitly recognized as such.
